**Class of 1978 SAT Scores Reveal Apparent Increase**

**By JERRY PFEIFFER**

The quality of the University’s applicant pool for the class of 1978 has “apparently” improved over last year, a decline in the number of applications, of admissions from the University, and SAT scores. College board tests for applicants to the class have decreased sharply since last year. Several other factors are involved in every school except Harvard, with SAT scores decreasing sharply.

University’s average SAT scores for the applicant pool have dropped from 1,250 to 1,200. Generally, the SAT, which is the most common aptitude test, has increased sharply in recent years, but this year’s increase is only significant according to the fact that he held

Because the SAT scores for Harvard applicants dropped from 1,300 to 1,250, the SAT scores of applicants from the University fell from 1,250 to 1,200.

President Robert C. Byrd, chair of the admissions committee, said last week that the University does not expect to see any significant increase in the number of applications for the class of 1978. He said he did not expect to see any significant increase in the number of applications, because many students have already applied for admission.
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Come to where the action is...

The World's Most Famous Beach
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

Welcome colleagues to the five friendliest motels in Daytona Beach.
Enjoy your spring break with us. You'll find that we are all located on 23
miles of fine public beach, and right in the heart of the activities of the
college scene. All five motels are close to the famous Broadwalk, and
directly across from the college campus.

I F.C. DANCE MARATHON
Mar. 22, 23, 24
for the Benefit of
THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

Airline Trips
Color TV
Bumper Pool
Stereo

PRIZES INCLUDE:

For More Information Call:

Liz Bray
222-8484
or
Ned Strong
222-8278
or
Mitt Goldsmith
349-9437

Deadline for Contestant Entry March 6th
family. Penn-Urb patients are afforded complete physical, mental and hospital care. The center also has a social worker and a psychiatrist to deal with family problems and it plans to provide complete dental coverage by next spring.

According to program health coordinator Dr. Charles Hertz, the center, which began operations last August 1, "is designed as a model for delivering comprehensive health care for a defined population."

Last month a University committee suggested that the present Student Health Service here might be taken over by a more comprehensive health plan not unlike the Penn-Urb center.

The center currently houses four separate departments in adult medicine, mental health, community dentistry and nursing. The University offers "a co-twinning" program which allows Penn-Urb patients to work with Penn students and will be closely tied to Penn-Urb.

The center will house a dental unit which will be housed at the Penn-Urb center and is scheduled to commence full operations by March 1, 1975.

In a drive to provide comprehensive care to its patients, Penn-Urb has also made arrangements to assist patients who need treatment beyond what the center can provide. It has already made arrangements with the University Hospital (HUP), Graduate Hospital and Children's Hospital to provide specialized treatment for patients requiring it.

The center is also, according to them, "already well under way" in developing an emergency service in three areas such as heart attack victims.

Similarly, Penn-Urb is creating a Department of Home-Care, staffed by nurses who will treat patients, particularly the elderly, in their own homes.

Finally, "the most embryonic program," Hertz claimed, will provide nursing maintenance Organizations which provide prepaid group health plans. It has already made arrangements with the University Hospital (HUP), and is now being reorganized into a Penn-Urb-like unit, claiming that it is "not adequately staffed." The center's heavy emphasis on preventive medicine, he noted, is important to both of us. It's not just the medical end users that are interested in those things as well. There's a very good reason for doing that.
Consciousness-Raising:

By Beckie Jamon

The Bryn Mawr Women’s Alliance, a group of students and faculty dedicated to the promotion of women’s awareness, held a press conference yesterday in Mayer Hall to open a discussion on the issue of women’s liberation. The group is planning to hold a series of discussions on women’s rights over the next few weeks.

During the press conference, the group expressed its desire to raise awareness among both faculty and students about the issues facing women today. They emphasized the importance of developing a sense of consciousness and activism among campus members.

"Both schools hopefully ultimately to raise women’s consciousness about themselves and to stimulate the potential of each woman. By structuring the group with a very lax law, they feel the group can be activated," said a spokesperson for the Alliance.

letters to the editor

Wharton Student Circulates Petition on Grad Housing Inequities

The following is a petition currently being circulated in a Mayer Hall, The Wharton Graduate Student Government is circulating a petition among campus residents who believe the current housing system is unfair. The petition states:

"For the last few months, the Wharton Graduate Student Government has been circulating the following petition:

"We, the undersigned Wharton Graduate Students, request that the University of Pennsylvania take steps to make graduate housing more equitable. Specifically, we demand:

1. The establishment of a graduate student housing fund
2. The appointment of a graduate student representative to the Housing Committee
3. The inclusion of graduate student input in the decision-making process for graduate housing policies

Signed:

[Names of petitioners]

The petition was distributed by the Wharton Graduate Student Government last week and is expected to be presented to the University’s administration in the near future.

Letters to the Editor

Anybody Can Do the Job.

By Robert B. Rubin

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has issued a new guideline that opens up the possibility of hiring women in jobs traditionally held by men. The guideline states that employers should be willing to consider women for positions that have been traditionally dominated by men.

"This guideline is intended to help employers understand their obligations to hire women and to ensure that women are given fair and equal opportunities," said a spokesperson for the EEOC.

The guideline applies to all employers with 15 or more employees and covers both full-time and part-time jobs. It applies to both sexes and to all positions, regardless of whether they are traditionally held by men or women.

The EEOC has received many complaints from women who have been denied job opportunities because of their gender. The new guideline is intended to prevent such discrimination.

The guideline encourages employers to use affirmative action strategies, such as setting aside positions for women, to achieve gender parity in their workforces. It also requires employers to document their efforts to recruit and hire women.

The new guideline is a significant step forward in the fight for gender equality. It provides women with a clear path to achieving equal opportunities in the workplace. Wharton students and faculty are encouraged to support this important initiative.
News in Brief

U.S., Egypt Resume Official Ties

CAIRO (UPI) - The United States and Egypt resumed diplomatic relations Thursday for the first time since President Anwar Sadat granted immunity to late President Nasser's assassins. A State Department official said Kissinger flew to Cairo to confer with Sadat about the settlement as bringing "a new era' to Middle East relations.

Nixon Ready to Yeto Federal Energy Act

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Nixon said Thursday he will veto the Federal Energy Act if the Senate overrules his veto, as expected, on Friday. Another veto-affecting joint resolution is expected to affect consumer rates within 30 days.

Annenberg (Continued from page 1)

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Nixon would send his vein message to Congress within the next few days. Around the nation, drivers waited long lines to ration gasoline. The American Electric Power Company, said both domestic industry figures said both domestic production and imports of gasoline production and imports of gasoline.

Organized Crime

This is when the long hours of practice pay off. When you know you're good as you can be. When you can enjoy it, the way it was meant to be.

It's the same with Pabst Blue Ribbon—it takes a lot of time, patience and skill to create our good old-time flavor.

Pabst—it's the way beer was meant to be.
SHARE THE RIDE 
WITH US THIS 
VACATION 
AND GET ON 
TO A GOOD THING.

Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time. You'll save money, too, over the increased standby fare. Share the ride with us on weekends, holidays. Anytime. Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO WAY LEAVE ARRIVE
New York $ 3.30 9:00 A.M. 12:30 P.M.
Philadelphia 2.80 10:30 A.M. 1:30 P.M.
Boston 1.70 11:00 A.M. 3:00 P.M.
Washington 2.35 10:30 A.M. 1:30 P.M.
Pittsburgh 3.25 11:30 A.M. 2:30 P.M.
Richmond 1.35 11:00 A.M. 2:00 P.M.

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips.

ROBERT GOLD
Student Agent
Phone: EV 7-2066

Best Actor
Jack Nicholson
Best Supporting Actor
Dustin Hoffman
Best Director
Milos Forman
Best Original Screenplay
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"

FRIDAY, MARCH 1, 1974
THE LAST DETAIL
is a gem of a film!

LIFE IN THE COUNTRY
in a lecture last week com-
pounded the importance of
the supply and utilization of energy in

Greyhound...a change for the better
We couldn’t find a decent place to shop, so we built our own.
Quakers Travel to Big Apple, Ithaca In Search of Fifth Straight Ivy Title

By DAVID CHANDLER

The Penn quakers took northward this weekend in search of fifth straight Ivy League basketball title that will place them in the conference’s “haves” category rather than the “have-nots.” The Aztec Invitational, which Penn has won three times and finished second two other times since the tournament began in 1969, is the last chance to get the nation’s attention. The Aztec Invitational is an invite-only invitational, and the title is up for grabs on Saturday night.

Icemen Get Final Chance Saturday

The NCAA comes out with bids to its post-season basketball tournament on Tuesday. The NCAA first-round pairings; Hart - Pittsburgh vs. Middle Atlantic at 8:45 P.M. in the Class of ’23 Ice Rink. The Lions figure to be much tougher than in their first encounter with the Quakers. The Lions are led by 6-2 guard Fred Sarinelli (19-0 at 150, 11-0-1 overall). The Lions are the Ivy League champions before its over. “Perm’s not going into this thing for any personal reasons,” said Sarinelli, “he’s just going out to win.”

Patrons Play Host to Squash Intercollegiates

By GRANT HANSBEN

The 1974 Intrust-Special Award Squash Intercollegiates end this weekend at the Aztec Invitational, which was somewhat of a milestone. It is the first time that the Aztec Invitational has been held in the Ivy League. The Aztec Invitational is a national tournament that is held in different cities each year. The 1974 Intrust-Special Award Squash Intercollegiates were held in Cambridge, Mass., and the Aztec Invitational will be held in New York City this year.
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